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i_. ABSTRACT
:-_ Once potential wind turbine sites (el,he" for single installat'ions or
-""i..., clusters) have been identified through siting procedures, actual evalu-
i=-::'_' ation of the sites must commence. This evaluation is needed to obtain
i:_i.;.",_ estimates of wind turbine performance and to identify hazards to the
_:..... machine from the turbulence component of the atmosphere. These estl-
. mates allow for more detailed project planning and for preliminary
--,,/o financing arrangements to be secured. The site evaluation process can
" ":" occur in two stages: I) utilizing existing nearby data, and 2) estab-
i'°ii:,: lishing and monitoring an onsite measurement program. Since step (2)
._,'- requires a period of at least 1 yr or more from the time a potential
!_/ site has been identified, step (I) is often an essential stage in the
_""." preliminary evaluation process. Both the methods that have been devel-
i_i.i."- oped and the unknowns that still exist in assessing the representative-
ness of available data to a nearby wind tu-blne site are discussed in
i _ " th-'s paper. This paper then discusses how the assessment of the repre-
._,,: sentativeness of available data can be used to develop a more effective
°"'/,,..[ onsite meteorological measurement program.
-:>.:•
!:_'°':;" 1.0 INTRODUCTION
=%.._ Successful site selection activities, described in another paper at
this conference [i], should lead to the identiflcat_on of one or more
_"" "candidate" turbine or turbine cluster installation sites. Once these
,.'.,,, candidate sites are identified, evaluation of the wind characteristics
, at the sites must commence to allow for project planning and for prelim-
_._ .... inary financing arrangements. This paper discusses our current state
o,
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of knowladg_ of _he slto evaluation process as it relates to ins_alla_
tion of larg_ machine clusters, and poln_s out areas whore additional
work is roquirmd.
:, In genera], c_ndldato slte_ will not have sufflclont onsltc documonta-
tlon of wlnO chnract_rlntlcn to bo completely adoquat_ for plannln8 _h_
installatlon. The developer of the installation must then make use
of oxlstlng data sources, and d_t_rmln0 the raprasantatlveness of
Cho_o data to =ho candidat¢_ sitos. A numbor of cechniquos may hav_ to
be applied, including numerical simulations, statistical procedures,
and even subjective judgment, to estimate the wind characteristics at
the candidate sites. These estimates may give early information on the
projected performance of a turbine or turbine cluster at the candidate
site; although the lack of onsite information will probably mean that
the developer can not place the highest possible confidence on the per-
formanee projections. In addition, the=e.m_y be certain turbulent
characteristics of the atmosphere at the candidate site that only an
onsite measurement program could identify adequagely.
Another important reason for the developer or planner to assess the
representativeness of existing data to a candidate site is that a more
intelligent and cost-effectlve onsite measurement strategy can be
developed. In some cases D nearby data may be sufficiently representa-
tive to eliminate the need for onslte measurements at all; in other
cases, an extensive measurement system (including multiple towers if it
is a large cluster site) may be necessary before sufficient information
can be derived from a site to allow the project to proceed.
Basically, the following must be taken into consideration in assessing
the representativeness of an existing data set to a nearby candidate
site:
:, i. The degree to which the data represents the interannual variability
of diurnal, 3easonal, and annual wind statistics at the site.
2. The degree to which the data represents actual conditions at the
site given geographical and topographical variability between the
data source and the site.
L"
3. The degree to which there would be impacts on the representative-
ness of existing data occurring due to modifications in the lower
atmospheric boundary layer as a result of an installation of a
large cluster of turbines.
" The focus of the first section of this paper is on (i) and (2); under-
:_ standing of (3) lq very limited at present and should be a major thrust
of research in the future. Following thl8 first section, the results
of recent research in determining the most appropriate onslte measure-
ment strategy for site evaluation will be presented.
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2.0 I)ETERbiININfl'riieREIIRI_BEI_rATTVENES8OF EXTSTIN_ DATA BETS
2.1 _!_ljmatoloB:[en!AdJu_t.m_,_tof _ghort-'rvrmData
In runny cnmm_ dt_clHions to d_,w_Iop a wind turbint_ proJ_mt will Imvo to
be based on tlm L,x,lt_,enceof wind dattl that cow;rs only _Ishort period
of tim_,. 'rhq daLa may imvt, he en collected by the dew._loper of the wind
proJ_m[, so _hat moat likely tlmre w_,u.Ldnot haw, b_c_n time to wait
until a furl. cl._matology of the _ind characttariet'ics at the site has
been e_tabli_ht_d, in other caaLm, nearby dat_ collected fo_ somL: other
purpose may be available, but aga:ln w[l'l, not have had _ufficient ,length
of record to discern lnterannuai variability. Since the wind project
dc:veloper, as well as finance institutions that provide thL: developer
"' with working capital, need to know variations in year-to-year cash flow
,_ that tilt:project will experience, and in particular need to be aware of
: potentially serious cash flow situations that would occur during one or
several consecutive low-wlnd years t knowledge of tile Interannual varia-
,._,, bil[ty 'i_extremely important in the planning stages of a project.
A number of studl,es have been matle to adjust short-term measurements to
long-term climatological values. These studies include statistical
procedures for relating short-term data to long-term records that are
.< near the site, retch as National Weather Service statlons_ t_me series
analysis of short-term data in compurJson with nearby long-term weather
.: records, _tudies of synoptic climatology patterns_ and use of numerical
._ models.
i
2.1.1 Wind Variab:illty Statistics
-- Extensive research :Into using statistical and time aeries procedures
for determining the representativeness of short-term to long-term
(e.g.. 30 yr) means, and the variance of the mean has been made [2,3,4,
5,6]. These .qtudle_ are 8unmlarlzed by lliester and Pennell [7].
Corot[s [5], for example, assesse_ the_reliability of a computed mean
: speed with a confidence interval. If V and ov are the computed mean
and hourly standard deviation of wind speed for a period of time, such
• a_ a season or a year, then there Is a probability of (i-_) that the
: true long-term mean wind speed for that period of time is bounded by:
--- r--
Probabl[ity = V +_ k /2 ov/Vn [[]
"_ where Iq_/2 Is the standard normal deviate cw_luated at a cumulative
Level of (t-_/2_, and n [,_ the number of equivalent independent hourly
readiug_ on which V i_ ba,qt, d. Values _,1 kc_/2 are readily aw_ilable
from _tandard _tat[,qtic_ textbooks. 'rh[s study, a_ well as others
! re|erenced above_ all conclude that the following general guideline
-_i applie,_: "...the climatic mean wind speed will be within + 10% of a
,_ln_,l.emean wind speed ob,qervatlon w/th about _)0_/confidence." It:
_,eueral, thi_ _ame _'uidel[ne applies to a single _ea_on of mea_uremt, nt_
' being within + 10,% of the climati,: ,_ea,qonal average with qO% confidence.
I 'I',
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Obviously, this guldeliPe does not apply to all sites. In fact, the
accuracy of the estimate at any given site depends on the coefficient
.... of variation o£ the site annual mean wind sF_ed aa/V , where Va(a) is
:. the climatic mean and __a is the standard deviation of aauual means.
/' Information on how Oa/Va can provide more precise error ranges on a
" long-term estimate from a single mon_.hlyor annual value is demon-
strated in [3]. Figure 1 shows their results of the average divtribu-
,=;:' tion of monthly and annu_ wind variations for a survey of 40 National
_ Weather Service stations. This figure shows that on the average a
_ single observation of annual mean wind speed falls within the interval
*_ o£ approximately 0.8 _ and 1.Z6 V with 90% certainty. They then looked
,_/:'//,_, at the distribution of _m/_m for monthly values and _a/_a for annual
.:_ values. The variability distributions of various percentiles of o/V
-, values are shown in Figure 2 (for annual) and Figure 3 (for monthly).
E_._:, Thus, for sites where it is assumed extreme variability occurs, the
__:_ 90 percentile _/_ values would be within about + 15% of a given single
_'_ annual or..+.18Z of a monthly value. -
;:"_:: 1.2
"" • ------ Annual
I;:!: ,.o
iii
, ,_ .8 /T OA %oz confidence limits
_, 10 30 G0 70 90
..[,? '
--,::. CumulativePr0bab111tythat V/F_.x, _.
i,_' FIGURE 1, AVERAGE DISTRIBUTION OF MONTHLY AND ANNUAL MEAN WZNDS
_.,.::i ABOUT THE LONG-TERM MEAN (FROM [,3])
: strategy which can give an indication o_ the long-term mean using only
_:_I intermittent.,measurements, These strategies will be discussed in
_ Section 3 2 i.
; ...."_ 2.1.2 Climatological Adjustment Using a Reference Station
A number of attempts have been made to develop reliable techniques for
°,..i adjusting short-term (season or year) data to climatological values by
°_ i (a) In thls report, subscript "a" refers to annual values, and sub-
script "m" refers to monthly values.
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FIGURE 2. AVERAGE DISTRIBUTION OFANNUAL-MEANWINDS ABO!)T THE LONG-
TERM MEAN FOR VARIOUS _/_ VALUES, ASSUMING A GAUSSIAN
DISTRIBUTION OF V/_ (FROM [3])
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FIGURE 3. AVERAGE DISTRIBUTION OF MONTHLY MEAN WINDS iBOUT THE bONO-
" TERM MEAN FOR VARIOUS _/V VALUES, ASSUMING A GAUSSIAN
DISTRIBUTION OF V/_ (FROM [3])
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: comparison with nearby long-term data. These techniques range from ,
evaluating the ratios of the data sets to applying statistical or time
series climatological relations [8,3,5,9]. For exempts, Coretis [5]
suggests use of the statistical relation;
.i
0
• C
%- - 0(v-Lg t,l
' . where V = estimated long-term mean at the candidate site
• ' C
_ V - observed mean at the candidate site
,, C
V = observed mean at the reference site during the period of
r candidate site measurements
j_,'T
V = observed long-term mean at the reference site
. r
p - spatial cross-correlatlon between sites during period of
candidate site measurements
O ,O = hourly standard deviations for candidate and reference
... c .r sites, respectively.
_,_
" However, because investigations have shows that monthly and annual
:" cross correlations between nearby stations is relatively low, even in
simple terrain, ample evidence exists to show that adjustment of annual 1
. or monthly mean wlnd speeds using relations such as (2) or the simple
ratio method does not result in sisniflcant and reliable improvement in
_:i" estimates of climatic means over using the guidelines presented in the 'i:
, previous section.
.'_ Recent and ongoing research show that synoptic climatology methods may
: also provide useful ways of characterizing short-term data sets to a
i.-._ long-term climatology. For example, Ossenbrugen et al. [9]_ in a study
, of offshore wind power potential, compared the 3-yr Boston Lightship
i_ records with the 31-yr Boston Logan Airport records by stratifying the
i;i:. latter into various categories of "wind _easons". By applying statis-
,::..: tlcal tests between comparative data sets, and accounting for serial
:_ correlation between observations, the authors were able to adjust the
_ Lightship data to the longer term Logan Airport data to within speci-
"_' fled confidence limits.
• !
7 2.2 AdJustlng Nearby Data to a Site
2.2.1 Numerical Methods
In many cases, there will be no data available on the candiaate site at
,, -,
all. This leaves the wind project developer with the dual problem of
- first interpolating nearby data to his site accurately, and then adjust-
ing the interpolated values to long-term climatological statistics.
. Recently several studies were completed to produce methods of estimating
: " '_' 178
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:_' wind chacaatarlstlcs at a candidate site using only available nearby
National Weather Service data [i0,iI,12,13]. These studies ranged from
-i,.i". the application of sophisticated numerical ob]ectlve analysls models to
simpler interpolation techniques, All of the studies incorporated the
-_:." effects of topography on wind flow between the National Weather Service
_,,. stations and she site, Topography is incorporated in the numerical
:: schemes by introducing topographic features on the computatJ,onal grid
and enforcing mass conservation in the calculations, The interpolation
o:._jl scheme is adjusted for topography by utilizing weiShtlng factors.
_:_i_,i A sample of the results of a test of one of the numerical methods is
_'_:- shown here, This method is an improvement of a modeling technique
_. developed by Bhumralkar [13] followlng a concept of atmospheric flow
...._ modeling in the lower atmosphere developed by Sherman [14]. The
_,_, details of the methodology and test procedure are described by Endlich
_. et el. [15] Basically, the model operates in a sigma coordinate
=.:_:. system. _he wind flow model is used to solve the continuity equation
_::=';:-. for each set of representative wind vectors (elgenvectors). A simu-
_'" lated wind history can then be produced at the candidate site, and from
_,r this simulation the statistics of the winds at the candidate site can
be estimated.
=_, The results of a test of the model at Clayton, New Mexico where nearby
=:;"" National Weather Service data is used as model input and compared with
w!_'_';:_ simultaneous wind measurements at the Clayton MOD-OA site is shown in
, Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 gives a map of the location of the Clayton
_.: site, as well as locations of the available National Weather Service
=_; sites. Figure 5 gives comparisons of seasonal and diurnal values of
_ simulations and observations.
__:_ In general, the simulated results are lower than observation for this
_i:_ case. Tests at other locations give similar results--only occasionally
_,i_ do simulations actually give higher statistics than observations.
_' Despite these deficiencies, the simulations produce seasonal and diurnal
_/ patterns comparable with the observations. This does not necessarily
:: occur at some of the more complex terrain sites, where National Weather
=o Service stations are in valleys and candidate sites are on mountain
_?! tops. Nevertheless, modifications to this modeling scheme have produced
_:_ improved results from earlier tests. This approach can be useful for ,
_-:" estimating wind characteristics at a site with no known wlnd informa-
:/'. tion. Results of these model applications should only b_ used as a
_i; _ means of providing preliminary guidance on the wind characteristics at
_°'_:' a candidate site,
1
_:" 2.2.2 Use of Spatial Data Arrays ]. 7 _ .
....:_ Suppose that some knowledge of the variance of wind speed is available
-:,o ' !.n the region around a site, and that it is desirable to determine the
; 7 representativeness of nearby data sets to a site. This type of infer- i
.?. marion may be available, for example, if some preliminary site survey i
_' work had been done over the entire region in which the candidate site
i had been selected. Such data are often available in areas where a i
ib'" known resource exlsts and extensive measurements were established
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FIGURE 4. LOCATION OF THE CLAYTON, NM MOD-OA SITE AND NATIONAL
WEATHER SERVICE STATIONS USED IN THE SKI MODEL (FROM [15])
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because of an interest in wind energy development. Under these clrcum-
., stances the principles of Section 2.1.1 can be applied to establish
confidence limits on the representativeness of a given data station to
the site. Rewriting Equation [i]:
: S
f
'.! where V - spatial aversSe of mean wind speed values
.[ S
"_ O - standard deviation of individual site mean values to the
T S
,," spatial average.
q_
:I'
The total standard deviation, accounting for spatial and temporal varl-
!,i ability, is given by:
,,
: oT _ + [4]
..',_ Based on guidelines established from a survey of Natlonal Weather Set-
!:! vice stations around the U.S. by Corotis [2]:
•_, 0.i V
_:_ % J_ IS1
.! Then, for one year of measurements:
_!T _ (:Tv)
"'} 90% confidence = V + 0.i [61
i" Thus, Equation [6] states that, in general, inclusion of spatial varia-
4 bility of mean wind speeds with climatological adjustment increases our
/i uncertainty of the true long-term mean wind speed. Conversely, we have
-"i:i less confidence that the true long-term mean wind speed is _ 10% of the
::.- nearby measured mean winds.
:_ For oth_r confidence limits, [6] can be written in a more general form:
Confidence interval (x) " V _ 0.l _- ,_90%l [7]
3.0 ESTABLISHING A SITE MEASUREMENT STRATEGY
In the previous sections we have explored a number of techniques that
can be used to estimate wind characteristics at a potential turbine or
turbine cluster site where little or no onsite data exist. However, in
many cases the information gained from employing these techniques is
adequate only for initial planning purposes. It will not provide
sufficient reliability or detail on wind characteristics at the proposed
iI
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_ site to complete detailed cluster design and to evaluate the economies
_: . of the cluster performance, Consequently, representative onslte mea-
surements will still be required. In this section, we will explore
0 factors that need to be considered for an effective onsite measurement
strategy and review some recent research intended to shed a better
• light on a meaningful site evaluation process•
,:,: 3•1 Current Site Evaluation Technology
,, In broad terms, a site evaluation strategy should be designed to build
" an information based on what is already known about a site• It should
"" be structured to acquire needed information in a cost-effective and
_' efficient manner. Guidelines have been published in documents such as
: siting handbooks [6,7], and experience is being gained through meteoro-
_o= logical measurements at the Department of Energy's candidate site and
:'/_: turbine test site programs, The current strategy at DOE's candidate% ,.,
_-"_ sites is described here as well as in reference [17]
Three levels of high response wind speed and direction cup-and-vane
.._ type sensors are installed on a 48.8-m guyed meteorological tower at
heights of 9.1, 30,5, and 45.7 m. Although current technology is
_, producing large wind turbines with heights considerably taller than
_ these towers, the decision was made to install a shorter tower to
_ conserve costs due to the large number of sites. (Currently, there are
_ 34, including 6 with large wind turbines installed by DOE for field
_?.. testing). Furthermore, it is assumed that the three levels of measure-
ments will allow a reasonably accurate extrapolation of wind charac-
teristics upward to a higher hub height. In addition, costs of purchas-
_:i. ing, installing, and maintaining meteorological towers taller than
_ 61 m (200ft) increase signlflcantl7 because of FAA requirements to
_ > install safety beacon lights. Nevertheless, at a given site, a tower
with sensors at hub height or above, particularly in areas of complex
"'"" terrain, may well be worth the additional costs so that improved
. estimates of turbine or turbine cluster performance can be obtained.
•'. At DOE's candidate sites, instantaneous samples of wind speed and
-:::'_,_. direction are recorded once every 2 min on a digital cassette data
"_!: logger. For most data loggers available on the market, this allows at
: i; least 2 wk of measurements to be made before the tape must be removed
!.-:_.,i_i and replaced. Computerized monthly summaries of each site's wind
.,,:_. characteristics are prepared from these cassettes. The summaries
=:;-,'_ include such information as data recovery rates, mean wind speed and
_', resultant wind direction for each level, peak gusts, diurnal wind
:.o characteristics, frequency distribution, power law coefficients by
i direction, and turbulent intensities•
_'[ 3.2 Research on Alternative Measurement Strategies
-., . 3.2•1 Intermittent Measurement Strategies
_' In cases where funds for site measurements are limited and numerous
< sites need to be evaluated, Ramsdell et al. [6] have investigated the
182
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value of intermittent measurement etratogies at a site, where measure-
ment equipment would be installt_d for only a faw months out of tha
year, and then reinstalled at other 81t_s. The equipment would be
rotated amonR tlle sito_l gO that eventually all _tteB would have a few
months of measuremont_ each year. Such a _tratagy may be particul_rly
e[gnlfleant fer _mall machine applications, especially in canes where
tiletime required to obtain ,ufflciant mo,asurements to have climato-
logical Hignificance i_ not critical.
Tile authors define a relative uncertainty as a way of relatln8 short-
term moamtremonts at a site to long-term climatological averag,_s. The
r_latlve uncertaJnty i_ the ratio of the standard deviations of earl-
mates of long-term moan wind using individual monthly averagos of a
specific Intermittent measurement strategy to that of a continuous
measurement strategy. Based on an examination of 40 data sets,
Figure 6 shows how tile relative uncertainty decreases as tile duration
of nmnthly measurements increases. Tile figure shows that little reduc-
tion in uncertainty occurs beyond about 24 me of measurements.
I ' [ I ' ! ! I I I I I ! I
LO
&2
OL I ,. 1 t I I t I i I I I I
m 2o 25 3o 4o m 6o
DURMIONOFMEASUREMENTPROGRAMINMONTHS
FIGURE h. RELATIVE UNCERTAINTIES OF CONTINUOUS I_mASUREHENT
STRATF.GIES ( FROH [6])
Figure 7, also taken from Ramsdell et al. [b] shows how an intermittent
measurement strategy can actually decrease the relative uncertainty of
establishing a long-term climatology at tilesite. For an equal amount
of time of equipment usage, the authors show that tilesamples obtained
u,qlug an [ntermlttenl :_trategy are in essence independent, thus lmprov-
tug the certainty of having acquired a representative sample of data
for establishing a long-term mean wind speed at the site. Of course,
an tntermlttent strategy requires more actual tlme to develop a clima-
tology. 'l'hu_,if an intermittent strategy is employed, Figure b shows
that nearly twl.ee the measurement period is required to obtain the same
relative uncertainty than 11 a continuous strategy were used.
The :ttudy by Ramt_dell et al. also eonl'trms the conclusion of tilL'
c 1 Imatologlcal reprt, Nentat IvelleHH O[ Hhort-term measurements dlscuusud
it_3
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CONTINUOUS AND INTERMITTENT MEASUREMENT STRATEGICS. OPEN
SYMBOLS DENOTE STRATEGIES SHOWING TENDENCY TOWA!_ BIAS
(FROM [6])
in Section 2.1.1. For the data sets used by the authors, a relative 1
L_
uncertainty of 0.35 for 12 me of continuous measurements was obtained.
Figure 8 gives the relationship between relative uncertainty and percent
error in estimates of the long-term mean from their data. At a relative
uncertainty of 0.35, the figure shows that there is a 90% confidence
"'" that the long-term mean wind _peed lu within + 10% of the continuousu
meas_rements for 1 yr.
i 3.2.2 Site Evaluation at DOE's Turbine Test Sites
At ttlcDOE MO_OA 200 _4 wind turbine Lest the meteo:ological
i .. towers that had been in_talled prior to the installation of the turbine
i : for site evaluation purposes have been retained to support this phase
....._ of the research program. At each of the sites the towers are located
less than 1 m from the turbine, and are situated such that they are
L. measuring essentially the free-stream meteorological conditions at the
site. Besides the routine measurement program discussed earlier,
: turbine output parameters are simultaneously recorded on the cassette
i... data logger. These parameters include turbine electrical power output,
•- nacelle yaw error, and wind speed and direction recorded from the
"' (a)Loeated at Clayton, New Mexico; Block Island, Rhode Island; Culebra,
•'! Puerto Rico| and Kahuku, Oahu, Hawaii.
.7
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: FIGURE 8. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RELATIVE UNCERTAINTY AND PERCENT ERROR
IN ESTIMATES OF THE LONG-TERM MEAN (FROM [6])
.:. nacelle anemometer. In addition, the data logger has the capability of
_., recording short bursts of high frequency data (_ 1 sample/see). This
/_". capability allows research into the most appropriate sampling strategy
-L". (average time per sample and frequency of samples) that should be
-_ : undertaken as part of a site evaluation process at candidate sites.
: _ % [
_": Several hours of high speed data collected at the Clayton, New Mexico
"_':,, MOD-OA site on August 22, 1980 at a tlme when the turbine was operating
between the cut-ln and rated wind speed values is being examined as
_ part of this site evaluation research effort. Preliminary results of
thls analysis are presented here to 81re an indication of the type of
": sampling strategy that might be appropriate at a site bein8 considered
" for a turbine or turbine cluster installation.
Figure 9 shows the autocorrelatlon of 1-see average values obtained
; : From the three levels of the meteorological tower. In general there is
an exponential decrease in autocorrelatlon with time between samples,
,:. occurring more rapidly at the lower levels where turbulent fluctuations
_._: in the surface layer due to friction are greater. As the correlation
.__., approaches O, the samples become more and more independent. Since only
: independent samples enter into a climatological average, this figure
.. implies that, when collecting instantaneous (i.e., l-see) samples
.. to obtain a climatology of wlnd charaeterlstles at a site, no more than
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FIGURE 9. AUTOCOPAELATION FOR 1-SEC AVERAGES OBTAINED FROM THREE
LEVELS OF METEOROLOGICAL TOWER AT CLAYTON, NM, AUGUST 22,
1980. (NOTE: HEIGHT 1 = I0 m, HFIGHT 2 • 30 m,
HEIGHT 3 = 50 m)
=_h/
=_:_ one sample per minute ie necessary, and one sample every, 2 min is
_ ',_. adequate. This is comparable to the sampllng strategy used at DOE's i
ii:il candidate sites.
" As the sample averaging time is increased, the reduction in autocorrela-
_; tion with lag time occurs at a slower rate. This is exemplified in
":/_ Figure I0, which shows data from the 30-m level of the meteorological
;/, tower. The obvious conclusion from this figure is thac a longer period
-..i',._ of time between recording intervals is required as the averaging time
i::.i.. increases to obtain independence between samples. It is '_nteresti_g,
:": however, that the autocorrelations converge at a sampling interval of
"_" 3 to 4 min, regardless of averaging time. i
. It is also of interest to examine cross correlation of measurements
,,, between the tower and the turbine pa._ameters, Cross-correlatlon anal-
" '_" ysls sh_ds light on how various sampling strategies at th_ tower can
=_i explain variation of turbine power output. Figure ii compares measure-
"i":'_i! merits at the 30-m level on the towe_ with measurements from the nacelle
[:;i:_i' anemometer, lhe dlsplacement in lag from the center of the figures
"_ • shows the effect of travel time for small scale eddies from the tower
".i':.:_- to the turbine (the tower iS approximately I00 m upwind of the turbine).
';: As the averaging time increases, the cross correlation increases since
smaller scalc eddies are averaged out of the calculations. However,
:: even for relatively long averagln$ periods, a perfect correlation is
not obtained.
: ,. The sam_. pattern is evident, but correlations are significantly lower,
_: : when the tower values are compared with turbine power output (Figure 12).
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The obvious concluslon is that the variance in turbine power output
cannot be entirely explained by variances in short-term wind speed
' fluctuations from the type of anemometers used. Other parameters, such
as wind direction, are also important. In addition, longer averaEing
times may also be appropriate.
The preliminary conclusion from all this in terms of site evaluation
measurement strategies is that near-instantaneous samples once every
few minutes are adequate for obtaining a site wind climatology, but
some type of sample averaging is appropriate to better estimate turbine
_.., energy production. In additionp other parameters besides wind speed
fluctuations are needed to better relate wind observations to turbine
performance. These parameters are probably wind direction fluctuations
and perhaps fluctuations in atmospheric density. Nonmeteorologlcal
factors,such as the interface between the turbine and the electric
. _rld, may also come into play.
4.0 SUb_RY AND CONCLUSIONS
Perhaps the best way to summarize this paper is by an examination of
Figure 13. The goal is for a wind project developer to have as accurate
of an understanding as possible of the performance of the turbine or
t.rblne cluster on his proposed site. The "performance" includes
enc_rgy production from the array as well as operation and maintenance
costs. Determination of this performance depends to a large extent on
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o;, an appropriate site evaluation measurement strategy. This paper has
discussed how such a measurement strategy can be defined. First, a
,, number of techniques are available to utilize existing data or short
"._' term (including intermittent) onsite measurements to obtain general
:]Q knowledge of wind characteristics at the site. But in order to esti-
_-., mate cluster performance, actual onslte measurement programs must be
="::_:. established that reflects knowledge of turbine operating strategies, as
i : well as factors relating to the interface between the turbines and the
_-iii electric utility system. This noumeteorologlcal information can most
.... likely be provided be manufacturers and utillty personnel.
Ip --
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